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Osteria dell'Ingegno 

"Original Use of Spices"

This elegant and sophisticated restaurant has a seasonal menu and is

expert in its use of aromatic herbs, spices and vegetables. Baked

pecorino, marinated salmon with three different kinds of pepper, yellow

polenta with Gorgonzola, orange and ginger are just a few of the treats on

offer. Home-made desserts, like orange crème caramel with bitter

caramelized orange slices are absolutely delectable. The al fresco area is

a good place to enjoy a glass of wine.

 Piazza di Pietra 45, Rome

 by brainseller   

Trattoria der Pallaro 

"Friendliness & Roman Food"

Giovanni and Paola Fazi offer traditional, simple home cooking, and

usually bring your meal to your table themselves. Apart from the classic

antipasti, there is Carbonara, Amatriciana, Pappardelle al pomodoro,

Scaloppine, Straccetti, vegetables, cheeses and desserts that leave the

diner craving for more. The outdoor patio calls for a cozy time while

basking in the sun amidst the fine food and wine. Dine here for a good

time, any day. Payments are accepted through cash only. The restaurant

is open everyday from lunchtime onwards.

 +39 06 6880 1488  www.trattoriaderpallaro.it/  info@trattoriaderpallaro.it  Largo del Pallaro 15, Rome

 by Geoff Peters 604   

Maccheroni 

"Three Enthusiasts"

A friendly, efficient restaurant run by three enthusiasts of good and simple

cooking. Meals are accompanied by soft background music and you can

sit outside in the lovely square during the summer months. Pasta is the

house specialty here; for example, Spaghetti with bacon and onion,

gnocchi, ravioli, or fettuccine with vegetables. The meat dishes are also

good, for example the Veal Roulades. Reservations can be made by

calling ahead or sending an email.

 +39 06 6830 7895  www.ristorantemaccheroni.com/  Piazza delle Coppelle 44, Rome

 by TheFork 

Il Bacaro 

"Small Intimate Place"

The restaurant is known for intimate setting and a fine wine list. The

indoors dining area at Il Bacaro is decorated minimally, with candlelit

tables and a small bar counter. The outdoor area is also adorned with

candles but is more spaced out and brighter. Dinner options include

spinach risotto, lasagna, and stewed venison, and desserts include

mousse and sorbet. The wine list features a huge selection of regional

wines and Champagne.
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 +39 06 687 2554  www.ilbacaroroma.com/  info@ilbacaro.com  Via degli Spagnoli 27,

Pantheon, Rome
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Osteria La Quercia 

"Mouthwatering Food & Lovely Setting"

Situated just a short walk away from Campo de' Fiori, Osteria La Quercia

has more than just a beautiful location to offer you. Although the

opportunity to sit under a majestic oak tree and observe the sights and

sounds of the surrounding area is a major drawing card, patrons are also

highly impressed by the scrumptious Roman cuisine they are served.

Appetizers like stuffed zucchini flowers and salted cod start off a meal

which includes mouthwatering dishes like spaghetti carbonara, tagliatelle

with truffle and asparagus and more. The staff are always ready to make a

wine recommendation.

 +39 06 6830 0932  Piazza della Quercia 23, Rome

 by Teo Zac on Unsplash   

Tre Scalini 

"Famous Local Spot"

This historic café in Piazza Navona has been open since the early 19th

Century. Initially, it operated as a guesthouse and then as a restaurant &

bar. It reached the peak of its success in 1946, thanks to a truffle-inspired

confection which was invented by its manager, the secret recipe of which

has been handed down ever since. The specialty is the tartufo (truffle) but

there is also an array of coffee variations, all of excellent quality. There are

many tables outside which are always filled with tourists or businessmen.

 +39 06 6880 1996  www.trescalini.it/  info@trescalini.it  Piazza Navona 28, Rome

 by sharonang   

Ecce Bombo 

"Try Something New"

Many people are repeat customers who love nouvelle cuisine and creative

methods of cooking you have never tried before. There is a cozy

atmosphere ideal for delicious, candle-lit meals for two. The cuisine is

delicious, carefully prepared, and includes many traditional recipes.

However, the new dishes are also recommended, such as the Artichoke

Alla Romana. The patio outside is great for lazy meals alone or intimate

dining with loved ones. The restaurant is classy and attracts a glamorous

clientele.

 +39 06 6880 3469  Via di Tor Millina 22, Rome

 by Ewan Munro   

Roma Sparita 

"Roman Delicacy"

A pleasant historic pizzeria with open-air tables, although used only if

weather permits, Roma Sparita is an amazing place for a lovely meal in an

pleasant setting. The pizzas cooked in the wood-fired oven are of the

classic tradition, and there is a good choice of Roman seasonal dishes.

Tagliolini al cacio e pepe is one of the house specialties, and is absolutely

scrumptious. A good wine list is also on offer.

 +39 06 580 0757  romasparita.com/  Piazza di Santa Cecilia 24, Rome
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Pierluigi 

"Vast Selection For All Tastes"

This restaurant has been in existence since 1938 and is constantly

expanding its menu. The restaurant is very popular among locals and

tourists alike who appreciate its rustic atmosphere and excellent cuisine.

The menu is extensive and starters include Farfalle with Radishes or

Maltagliata with Shirmp and Bottarga. Among the main courses, the

Escalopes with Red Pepper are excellent or you could try the Shrimp and

Squid Fritters. In summer there are plenty of cold dishes, carpaccios and

rich salads. Though it is on the expensive side, the food makes it

worthwhile.

 +39 06 686 8717  www.pierluigi.it/  info@pierluigi.it  Piazza De' Ricci 144, Rome

 by TheFork 

Ristorante Galeassi 

"Dining in the Busy Square"

If a short break from touring the area around Santa Maria in Trastevere is

what you want, you will surely find Ristorante Galeassi to be satisfactory.

You can fortify your energy reserves with delicious Roman fare, and the

lovely al fresco seating area gives you a great vantage point from which to

observe the sights and sounds of the touristy area. Except for Monday,

you can drop by on any day and enjoy wonderful food and live

entertainment in the form of folk music.

 +39 06 580 3775  www.ristorantegaleassi.it/  ristorantegaleassi@tiscali.it  Piazza di Santa Maria in

Trastevere 3, Rome

 by TheFork 

Ristorante Mirabelle 

"Elegantly Beautiful!"

Perched on the seventh floor of the Hotel Splendide Royal which is on the

scenic hill of Via Veneto, Ristorante Mirabelle is acclaimed for its

elegance, gorgeous food and breathtaking views. The restaurant offers a

beautiful alfresco dining at their terrace where you will be stumped by the

magnificent vistas of the palaces of Pinciano, Villa Medici, Saint Peter's

and more. The luxurious restaurant's decor done up with soft lifting,

exquisite crystal and classic porcelains will draw a sigh of appreciation

from you. The sublime food will tantalize your taste buds while the

extensive wine list is a great accompaniment with the food. Undeniably

Mirabelle will give you an ethereal experience that will be unforgettable.

 +39 06 4216 8837  www.robertonaldicollectio

n.com/eng/ristorante_mira

belle/restaurant_Rome_Vi

a_Veneto.htm

 info@mirabelle.it  Via di Porta Pinciana 14, 7th

Floor, Hotel Splendide Royal,

Rome

 by thefork.com 

Granet Restaurant 

"Magical Experience"

Let the magic unfold at the Granet Restaurant nestled on the seventh floor

roof garden of the Hotel Savoy. The seasonal Mediterranean cuisine will

just get your raving appreciation and their extensive Italian wine list a

great accompaniment along with your food. The elegant and cozy

restaurant with its beautiful outdoor dining terrace is just exquisite. A

lovers paradise, they even have a romantic staircase which guides you to

the 'lover's mezzanine' where you can enjoy the magnificent vistas of the

Eternal City. Since the restaurant is so magical, it has to be shared with

anyone and everyone who has a reason to celebrate and so it is open for

different events, private or business. Be there to be a part of this charm.

Cheers!

 +39 06 4215 5724  Via Ludovisi 15, 7th Floor,
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Aroma Restaurant 

"Magical Experience"

The Aroma Restaurant is set in the elegant Palazzo Manfredi Hotel serving

contemporary Mediterranean and Roman cuisine which is constantly

changing along with an impressive wine list. The restaurant overlooks the

majestic Colosseum and Emperor Nero's Gardens and has an ethereal

rooftop garden. With its panoramic views, fabulous food and drinks,

dining in Aroma is truly a magical experience.

 +39 06 9761 5109  www.manfredihotels.com/

en/aroma/

 info@aromarestaurant.it  Via Labicana 125, Palazzo

Manfredi, Rome

 by Adolfo Félix on Unsplash   

Edy Ristorante 

"Classic Cuisine in Rome"

Roman trattoria with an informal atmosphere, simple, tasty, tried and

tested cooking. On the menu, you will find such timeless Roman dishes as

Abbacchio Romanesco (shank of lamb), Tagliata di Manzo Con Patate

(sliced roast beef with potatoes), and fish-based meals such as Spaghetti

al Cartoccio (spaghetti with seafood). All the desserts are home-made. The

location of the restaurant in the center of the historical area is also

convenient for a lunch break or a dinner out after a day of sightseeing.

 +39 06 3600 1738  www.edyristorante.it/?fbclid=IwAR0

obxABn4phl5VDQZWuy6TLP0xI4ZJ

VWr8dHmj17py1CnEpdWPjmA9NIcY

 Vicolo del Babuino 4, Rome

 by Irenna86   

Babette Bar and Restaurant 

"Feast Your Eyes"

If you haven't seen the famous movie, Babette's Feast, now you can live it.

Inspired from the film and novel, Babette Bar and Restaurant , located in

the heart of Rome, offers a feast you won't soon forget. Chef Silvia

Sallorenzo blends passion with her meat and pasta plates, with creative

seasonal dishes like rabbit in juniper sauce and risotto croquettes with

truffle and foie gras. To complete your Italian feast, order a bottle or two

from the impressive wine list.

 +39 06 321 1559  www.babetteristorante.it/  babette@babetteristorante

.it

 Via Margutta 1D/3, Rome

 by SocialButterflyMMG   

Le Jardin de Russie 

"Mediterranean Flavor"

Le Jardin de Russie is a terrace garden restaurant in Hotel de Russie and

is as charming as it is inviting. The restaurant serves gourmet

Mediterranean cuisine which is prepared by some of the best chefs in the

city. The dishes are colorful and aromatic, inspired by the ingredients and

flavors of the Mediterranean. Only local products and the best Italian

ingredients are used. During summers, Le Jardin de Russie has tables set

up in the garden and on the Terrazza Diaghilev for private exclusive dining

by candlelight.

 +39 06 3288 8870  www.roccofortehotels.co

m/hotels-and-resorts/hotel-

de-russie/dining/le-jardin-

de-russie/

 fb.derussie@roccofortehot

els.com

 Via del Babuino 9, Hotel de

Russie, Rome
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 by Travis Yewell on Unsplash 

Dal Bolognese 

"Dining in Piazza del Popolo"

This restaurant looks out onto one of Rome's most beautiful piazzas, in a

comfortable, yet refined setting. This restaurant is a local hangout for

artists, politicians, journalists and businessmen. It looks onto the piazza

del Popolo, and has one room, which resembles a beautiful bourgeois

drawing room, and another room for smokers. You will receive a warm

reception and efficient service in both. Everything here is absolutely

delicious; however, the pasta dishes particulary standout thanks to their

Emilian tradition. Classic dishes are made according to the Bolognese

tradition, and the pièce de resistance is Bollito Misto; also excellent is the

Fritto alla Bolognese with vegetables, meat, crema dolce and apple. There

are fish dishes and homemade pasta recipes.

 +39 06 322 2799  roma.dalbolognese.it/  roma@dalbolognese.it  Piazza del Popolo 1-2, Rome

 by star5112   

Da Vincenzo 

"For Fish Lovers Everywhere"

This is an excellent eatery for anyone who has decided to make fish a way

of life. The restaurant is spacious, carefully furnished without being

overdone, and is run by Vincenzo who is always looking out for his

customers' wants. There is a wide choice of seafood starters as well as

more earth-based dishes, and then a range of first courses like tagliolini

with cheese or Tonnarelli All'astice. A wine selection is offered, and the

desserts are also delectable.

 +39 06 48 4596  Via Castelfidardo 6, Rome

 by jeffreyw   

Caffè delle Arti 

"Amongst Art & Nature"

Inside the Galleria Nazionale dell'Arte Moderna, this restaurant provides a

break from admiring all the wonders the gallery houses. The picturesque

terrace is one of the most attractive features of this eatery, but the food,

wines and services don't lag too far behind. The lunch, dinner and Sunday

brunch menus feature numerous Italian delicacies, but the pastas are

particularly popular. The wine list perfectly complements the food menu.

 +39 06 3265 1236  info@caffedelleartiroma.it  Via Antonio Gramsci 73, Galleria

Nazionale dell'Arte Moderna, Rome

 by joshuemd   

Cecilia Metella 

"Try the Scrigno"

If you are craving for some delicious Italian cuisine, surrounded by a

beautiful garden, head to Cecilia Metella for a memorable time. The

ambiance is classy and elegant, suitable for a business meeting as well as

social gatherings. Check out the ziti al prosciutto or the Metella tomb-

inspired specialty pasta, scrigno and you will be surprised for sure.

Accompany your meals with a drink from the stocked bar. For reservations

and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 513 6743  www.ceciliametella.it/  Via Appia Antica 125, Rome
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 by TheFork 

L'Archeologia 

"Local Delicacies"

Established in 1890, L'Archeologia is done up in a beautiful blend of old

and new. It's a pleasure, not only for the palate, but also for the eyes.

Local specialties abound; check out the Tagliata di Manzo or the Antipasta

dell'Antica Posta. For a sweet, you may not be able to say no to the Crema

Catalana. This restaurant also makes a great venue for private events.

 +39 06 788 0494  www.larcheologia.it/  info@larcheologia.it  Via Appia Antica 139, Rome

 by congerdesign   

Buccilli Hostaria 

"Family-Run Trattoria"

Buccilli Hostaria is a typical country trattoria, where the kindness of

Alberto and the professionalism of Rita and Romelia's mastery in the

kitchen give a welcoming, family atmosphere. The trattoria is also blessed

with a very pleasant garden. The menu offers traditional Roman cooking

alongside fish dishes, seasonal game and porcini dishes. Simple dishes

can be prepared for children and are available on request. Truly a great

dining experience, Buccilli Hostaria isn't likely to disappoint.

 +39 06 334 0048  Via dei Due Ponti 48, Rome

 by pixel2013   

Laguna Blu 

"Soak Up Some Sun"

Are you game for a change in the weekend outing options? If so, try the

peppy Laguna Blu in Maccarese, perched on a beach just a short drive

from Rome. The Italian preparations served in this picturesque setting are

ideal to pacify your hunger after a bout of activities in the sun. You will

also be pleased to know that it offers a solarium, beach volleyball courts,

and a huge play area for the kids. With access to all this, why not spend

the whole day here?

 +39 06 667 0344  www.lagunablu.it/  Via Monti dell'Ara, Maccarese
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